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Introduction
First of all, let me welcome you with open arms to the exciting world of
modern witchcraft and ritual. With the help of our manual on this particular
subject, you too will be able to do many things that coven, and solo witches
do. This manual is more of a concise compendium, or short encyclopedia on
'Love Spells' more than teaching you how to become a Wiccan, Witch or
Warlock.
Witchcraft (if I can call it that for the time being, for no matter how you

dress it up, that is what all this art is anyway), is relatively easy and safe to
use, especially the elementary witchcraft you will find within this manual.
This manual is mainly directed at the newcomer or novice to the subject, so I
won't confuse you with any complicated terminology found in other occult
type manuals. Neither will you have any need for ceremonial robes or
clothing, alters, complicated incantations to worry about or a thousand and
one other things to cloud the issue at hand. I don't want you ending up even
more confused and frustrated than what you were starting out on this
journey, and it will be a journey!
So, why did you purchase this manual? What is the nature of the problem(s)
you face? Is it 'Unrequited Love' - that is, there is someone you love and
admire but they don't seem to even acknowledge your existence at times, or
they take your love for granted! Well, there is an antidote for that in this
manual sure enough. You can win the love of the person of your dreams
with some effort, a little know how and a bit of patience on your part.
Or maybe your problem is that you wish to end, without all the usual high
drama and fuss that characterise such occasions, an ongoing relationship?
Yes, you can do that here too! You may, on the other hand, be worrying
over the fact that your present marriage partner/spouse/lover, is seeing
someone else behind your back, or is beginning to get romantic notions in
another person? Of course your going to be worried, when such an occasion
arises, such an intrusion can threaten your own position in the relationship.
But rest assured that you can end the relationship between your partner or
lover and this intruder with the knowledge we give you in this manual.
There are many many other rites and rituals contained in this concise work,
rites and rituals to make yours a happy and fulfilled love life! There is
something in here for everyone. This manual not only contains a number of
ways to solve your love problems, but their very safe to use, and also very
effective as well. I have used many of the spells contained within this work
myself to sort out my own problems over the years, and God there have been
many believe me. I have tried to make all the rituals/rites/spells as easy as
possible, so use them wisely to make your mate or lover your kindred spirit,
or win new love, or end an ongoing affair, or simply set out to deal with a
rival in love, the choice(s) are yours.
I have only included rituals/spells in this manual that I have used on
numerous occasions myself, and also the ones that I know to have worked

for me personally. I am sure that with a little patience and practice, they can
work for you too!
Now go right ahead! With this knowledge, you simply cant fail!!!!
Blessed be, so mote it be!

Here's Our Starting Point!
So what is it we're going to be doing here?
There is no doubt about it, you can change just about every every thing in
your life with the help of spells and rites, and I should know, I've been doing
it for years. There is not one department of everyday living that you cannot
influence with this age-old artform. People have been using this knowledge
through thousands of years to achieve the fruition of their desires, hopes and
dreams, so why not you! Whatever your problems, whatever your desires, a
spell can bring you the required results. And no, your not going to be
conjuring up Satans demons, spirits or become possessed either. What we
will be dealing with here is simple, safe and sound.
And the beauty of all this is, that you can practice this art in the privacy of
your own home, nobody needs to know that you are using witchcraft to
obtain desired results. Also you dont have to go spending lots of time and
money trying to obtain difficult to get oils, herbs and so on, because with
this manual all these odds & sods have been eliminated so to give you a head
start in achieving your hearts desires. Witchcraft, and that is what all this is,
is synonomous with success in life - as you will soon discover for yourself!
Spells, rites and rituals are basically two things rolled into one:(1). the constructive controlled use of your thoughts, desires and
feelings/emotions
(2). the invocation of supernatural vibrations/energies
Witchcraft employs your own mind, and the minds of other spirits in an
harmonious engagement for the fulfilment of your objective.

The practice of this art can be divided up into two schools of thought or
principles:(1). "Operational Witchcraft" :- the practical application of the art by sole
individuals or covens for the attainment of certain objectives.
(2). "Religious Witchcraft" :- the main concern of covens. The use of the art
for spiritual development and growth and nurture. The worship of gods,
goddesses and all benefic deities.
It is the first category - 'Operational Witchcraft' that concerns us in this
manual. The following rituals I have tried to group into differing categories
for you. Included in each spell, I'll also be including, where needed, a short
paragraph called 'My Top Tip', where I give you extra instruction on what
I've found to be most useful in carrying out that particular spell etc.
Nearly all the spells in this manual will require the use/burning of candles if you want to get special ones, then its up to you. But I like to go for the
simple plain white type you get from your local supermarket, corner store or
pound shops etc. No need to go for exotic expensive kinds at all. Unless
stated in the particular instructions, ALWAYS use 'White' candles. I say that
because their devoid of any other colour, which suits our purpose for the
spells contained here. It may be a good practice too, if you could set aside an
area of your room/house specifically for this work (preferably away from
prying eyes of outsiders etc). I realise that not everyone has the luxury of
spare bedrooms, studies or outbuildings, but your going to need somewhere
quiet and private, a kind of 'sanctuary' in which to build up the energies
(once you've used your space enough, the energies around it will be such
that when you sit at your alter/table, your subconscious mind instantly
knows why your there, and what your aiming to achieve).
....................................................................

Let's Get Started Then!
NOTE:
Before you use any of the candles you have purchased, you must cleanse
them first, this must be done for each and every ritual (unless your using the
same set of candles over consecutive nights etc). Before carrying out your
chosen ritual, take the required amount of candles needed for the spell from

their packaging and put the rest away somewhere safe. We need to cleanse
the candles, because of negative vibrations that maybe attached to them they could have been sitting on the shop shelf for some days or weeks before
you bought them? People touching them, moving them around etc; so we
need to clean them to remove any vibrations they may have picked up along
the way.
You can wash the candle(s) in the kitchen or bathroom, it doesn't matter
which. But do this 30 minutes before you aim to start the spell. Have the
water at the right temperature (great if you have mixer tap system so you can
get the water temp just right). Then take the bar of soap/a little washing
liquid in your hands and wash your hands as you normally would, rinse, then
soap up your hands again, only this time, take one of the candles (if your
using more than one) in your soapy hands as well and start to wash the
candle (try to avoid the wick). As you gently soap the candle say the
following invocation, repeat this about 3-4 times as you wash the candle:-

"Cleansed and blessed are thee, now to perform thy service for
me"
Once you've done that, rinse the candle and rest it somewhere where it won't
be disturbed to dry naturally.

A Spell to Influence (01)
Here is a simple magical way of solving your love problems - this is actually
a spell I have had numerous success with over the years, that's why I listed
this one first for you. Whenever I have a love problem, I never fail to use
this particular one - always. When you read through it for the first time,
there's so much to take in and it can seem a little complex, but it's not really,
it really is quite easy and simple to perform. Once you've read through it
once or twice, or as soon as you perform it once or twice, it'll all become
second nature I promise.
Now, whether it is a particular person who's love you wish to win, whether it
is an existing affair you seek to end between yourself and your partner (or
between them and someone else), or whether it's a particular person who's
interest/love you wish to intensify - you can certainly use this particular spell
to solve any, and all, of those areas.

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

1 x Candle .....(Blue - to intensify an existing love) .... (Red - to end an
existing affair between you and your partner, OR between your existing
partner and someone else). Or just choose white if either of the above
colours aren't available, whatever you do, DO NOT use any other colour
except what is stated above.

1 x A4 Sheet of paper & Pen ..... You can use plain white
copying/typing paper or ordinary lined paper. The colour pen should
correspond to the colour of the candle - blue ink (to attract) or red ink (to
send away or cause a break up).

Metal Plate/Heatproof Dish ..... I use a heatproof plate, or the lid of a
Pyrex casserole dish.
INSTRUCTIONS:(1): Starting at 12pm (on any night), place the unlit candle in an appropriate
container or candleholder on a table in front of you. Also have the pen and
paper on the table as well. Before you do anything else, just sit there for a
few moments to gather your thoughts, just take your time in calming
yourself down a little, and focus on the the issue/matter at hand that you
wish to solve. Just visualise the problem already being solved and
everything working out just the way that you want it to etc, after all, your
going to do something constructive and productive now in sorting out this
problem - that in itself should make you feel a little more positive for
starters.
When your ready:- Light the candle!
(2): Taking the pen and paper, write the name (or names) of the person(s)
you want to influence 9 x times, one name under the other, at the top of the
left hand side of the paper. If they are two people, then write their names,
one persons name alternating with the other person's name etc.
For example. Lets' say I wanted to influence just one person this time, then
I would write that persons name 9x times one under the other
as so:-

Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
Jayne
If for example, I wanted to end a relationship between myself and someone
else, or perhaps two people, I would write the names 9x times
as so:Jayne
Peter
Jayne
Peter
Jayne
Peter
Jayne
Peter
Jayne

(3): Under the name(s), write a letter to the person or persons concerned
outlining what it is you want them to do, how their making you feel and how
all this nonsense is going to stop etc etc. The content of the letter should be
the same as you would normally write a 'real' letter. Just state in the letter
whetever it is that you wish the person(s) to do for you and more
importantly, what you want to see happening! . Also once you've finished,
just sign it as you would as if you were actually going to send it.
(4): Once you have finished the letter, just read it aloud a couple of times,
just to get the emotions going a bit. Once your done reading through what
you have written, fold the letter as if you were going to put it in an envelope
- then light the paper with the flame of the candle (have ready your metal
plate or pyrex container to put the paper in once alight). Please be careful at
this point, for God's sake don't burn the house down!! lol. Just watch the
letter burn for a few seconds. When the paper has burned to ashes, remove
the (already lit) candle from its holder/container and put the ashes into the
holder itself, let some candle wax drip on to the ashes in the holder, then fix

the candle back into the holder safely.
(5): Now just let the candle burn itself out. You may use a candle of any
length, though the the shorter (corner shop type ones) are quicker to burn,
they burn down completely in about 4-6 hours or so. At this point point, I
usually make sure the candle is safe from causing fire and go to bed. If you
have the candle burning away in your bedroom you won't sleep, so make
sure the spell is carried out in another room (spare bedroom, dining room
etc). If the candle is secured safely it'll be okay!! Otherwise - perform the
spell earlier than midnight so you can keep an eye on it (if your too safety
conscious), or you can let the candle burn for about 15-20 mins before
snuffing it out and using the same candle the next night etc. There really is
no right or wrong way, if it feels good for you, then go along with whatever
you feel.
(6): That's It!!! Repeat the rite whenever you want - soon, the person(s)
concerned will do what you wish. If your going to do the spell for a couple
of more nights, dont clean up the candle holder/container etc, if you can, just
leave everything as it is until your ready to use it the next time - otherwise,
just put everything out of sight somewhere until your ready to begin the next
time!

My Top Tip:When I perform this spell for myself, there are quite a few little additions I
make to 'personalise' the spell even further. For example, I usually do the
spell every single night at Midnight for 9 x nights (without fail) as opposed
to just doing it as a 'one off'. I also inscribe the persons name(s) onto the
side(s) of the candle (in effect doing this actually symbolically makes the
candle that person). I also use a photo of the person I want to influence (if I
have one available) propped up behind the candle somewhere (where I can
see it clearly). Any other 'contact' items of the person I have to hand like handwriting, hair fibres, nail clippings, tissues from their pocket etc - they
go on the table positioned around the candle as well. All this extra effort can
certainly give the spell a much needed boost. Also really feel and believe in
what your doing here, just know and believe in your heart of hearts that it's
going to work like clockwork. Don't just ramble through it parrot fashion
either, inject some passion and emotion into it - if theres no one in the house

with you then really go to town. When I read the letter out a couple of times
before lighting it, I really put feeling into the bloody thing, as if the person
I'm aiming the spell at was actually in the room with me, say how you feel,
as if they could hear your letter in person etc - find your own style and enjoy
it!!
..............................................

A Spell to Influence (02)
Here is another easy simplistic spell that I have used several times too
(sometimes in conjunction with the one above).
This rite can be used for either someone your already in a relationship with
at the moment, or for someone that you would like to attract even further doesn't matter what you really use it for, just as long as you have a
photograph of the subject concerned really.
In the past, I have mainly used this spell as a 'reconcilliation' aid more than
anything else.
Again, whether it is a particular person who's love you wish to win, whether
it is an existing affair you seek to end between yourself and your partner or
whether it's a particular person who's interest/love you wish to intensify you can certainly use this particular spell to solve those areas.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

1 x Candle .....(Blue - to intensify an existing love) .... (Red - to end an
existing affair between you and your partner). Or just choose white if either
of the above colours aren't available, whatever you do, DO NOT use any
other colour except what is stated above.

A photograph of the person concerned ..... you can use whetever
type of photo you may have to hand at the time, size or clarity, monchrome
or colour doesn't matter for this purpose. When I've had no photo available,
I've actually drawn something instead, it doesn't matter how crudely drawn
or silly it is, only your going to be seeing it. All that matters is that you
know who it's meant to represent.

INSTRUCTIONS:(1): Starting at 12pm (on any night). Carry out the spell for (9) consecutive
nights at first. Repeat for a further (9) nights if it is necessary, but usually the
first (9) nights is usually adequate enough.
(2): At 12pm, light a single blue/white candle and put it on a table in a room
where you can be alone. Sit at the table wearing any kind of clothing you
prefer. Take in both your hands, the photograph of the person you love and
wish to bring back to you. Look at the picture, especially the face of the
person, and call out their name (9) times repeatedly in a soft, firm voice.
(3): Once you've done that, look at the face again and make your heartfelt
wishes to that person. Again, talk to the photopraph as if they were sitting
there with you in person. Make these wishes (9) times in all (so dont make it
far too complicated for yourself, seeming as your going to have to repeat
that wish 9 x times in all).
(4): Put the candle out and go to bed, putting the photograph 'face-down'
under your pillow. If you always make your own bed, then just leave the
items under your pillow until your ready to use them again the next night.
Else put it away somewhere until needed the next night/time etc.
(5): After the first (9) nights, make contact with the person concerned letter, phone, text, email etc, just to gauge a reaction. If the person makes the
contact first (which I usually find they do when I perform this spell), then
just endeavour to co-operate with them favourably. Quite soon, the two of
you will be back together again.

My Top Tip:What I do when I perform this spell, is to sit before the unlit candle for a few
minutes just to get everything clear in my head first - Once a little calmed, I
then proceed to think of a fantasy situation that I would 'like' to happen - as
an example:I imagine my partner and myself walking along a deserted beach, we're
walking along the sea-shore holding hands, the sun is beginning to set over

the skyline, it's warm and inviting and everything is just perfect. There is no
one, or anything else in the vision accept for us two walking along the sand.
We stop and face each other, we embrace and tell each other what idiots
we've been for all the things said and done, that we both love each other
deeply - we then vow to one another that nothing will divide us again - we
then hold hands again and walk off into the distance, happy contented and
reassured.......
I then light the candle (which again you can inscribe with the persons name,
just to add more affect if you so wish). When your supposed to make your
wishes out loud 9 x times, as an example I always say:"Without me (...name of person...), you cannot eat, you cannot sleep and you
cannot rest until your back by my side = Return, Return, Return".
I just repeat that sentence 9 x times with feeling and conviction. Never say
your invocations/wishes etc; as if your just reading a joke from a Christmas
cracker - put your heart and soul into it, don't forget your sending this
vibration out to the Universe (which will ultimately be absorbed by your
partners Subconscious etc), so let them know how you feel. If for any reason
you can't talk aloud, then just put it into a lower key (as long as you maintain
the feeling/emotion it'll be fine), but if you have no one else in the house to
worry about, then go for it, my grandmother used to say "thunderous speech
is quickly heard by the God's" and she was right, as always!

To Bring Peace & Harmony Into The Home
Here is another simple no nonsense spell. I always use this rite to try and
bring balance back to a relationship/special friendship. To settle disturbed
conditions in the home (or the workplace in some cases I've dealt with). I
always recommend this ritual if there's been mistimings, misunderstandings,
arguments and discord, especially if your partner/loved one has gone AWOL
etc.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

2 x Candles ..... Just white candles will do for this ritual. DO NOT use any
other colour except white (the white candles will represent, pure thought,
clarity, wholeness, peace etc etc). One candle will represent YOU the other

is your PARTNER. Again, as in the other spells, you can inscribe each
candle by putting your name on one, and your partners name on the other
one. This symbolically then makes the candles each of you.
INSTRUCTIONS:(1): Starting at 12pm (on any night), or whatever time your able to perform
this ritual - place the unlit candles in appropriate containers or candleholders
on the table/alter in front of you. You can put your 'partners' candle on the
left hand side, and 'yours' on the right hand side. As with the other spells,
before you do anything else, just sit there for a few moments to gather your
thoughts, just take your time in calming yourself down a little, and focus on
the the issue/matter at hand, just try and calmly focus on what you want this
spell to accomplish. Just visualise the problem already being solved and
everything being back to normal.
(2): Next, light your partners candle on the left (thinking hard on him/her)
then say:"This candle represents ....(Name) .... As it burns, so burns his/her
spirit"
(3): Next, light your candle. As you do so, think of peace, tranquility, of
understanding and love in the house/relationship. Then say:"Here burns happiness about .... (Name) ...., it is in his/her house; it is
all about him/her. There is tranquility in his/her home. Peace and love
abound and are with him/her. For true happiness now is known".
"Understanding and love are there in abundance; discord and chaos
are fled. For be it ever thus, that at patience and love do grow and
prosper so barren become the fields of doubt and distress.
Happiness is the light that burns and darkness all away is sent.
The home is peace; peace now in the home".
(4): Sit then for about 5 minutes concentrating on settling the disturbed
condition in the home. Then say again the above invocation:
(5): Again, sit for about 5 minutes focussing on settling the disturbed
balances in the home/relationship. Then for the 3rd time, repeat the above

invocation:
(6): For the last time, sit there concentrating on settling the conditions of the
home/relationship. Then extinguish the candles.
(7): Repeat this ritual for two more nights. Use the same candles as the first
night. If you can leave everything as it is great, but if there is a chance that
things could be seen by visitors, other people living in the house etc etc, then
clear things away safely until you need them the next night.
................................................

To Win The Love of A Man Or Woman
Here is a ritual that I have used so many times, again to heal a broken
relationship I've been in, or if I felt that my partner was slightly going off the
boil etc. Very often we suspect our partner is being unfaithful or maybe has
designs on someone else or whatever, I'm the worlds worst for feelings of
insecurity and inferiority - this ritual is excellent for alleviating those
feelings and ensuring that the relationship becomes more strengthened etc
etc. Members of my sisters Coven have also used it to attract the attentions
of a stranger they fancy at work etc.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

3 x Candles ..... Here you'll need 1 x red candle and 2 x white ones.
But as always, if you can't get red, then just 3 x white ones. DO NOT use
any other colour except red or white. One white candle will represent YOU,
the other white candle is your PARTNER. Again, as in the other spells, you
can inscribe each candle by putting your name on one, and your partners
name on the other one. This symbolically then makes the candles each of
you.
INSTRUCTIONS:(1): Again, starting at any time that your able to perform this spell without
the hassle of being disturbed etc. Sit before your table/alter. Place the RED
candle at the back end position and place the two white candles in front
(pace the to white candles about 10 inches apart from each other) - in effect

your creating a triangular shape. The RED one is going to represent the
situation, the aim, the goal, the outcome etc. The two white candles, as
always, are representing you and the person who's love you wish to
strengthen/win. Place YOU on the right and THEM on the left.
example:
RED

2 x WHITE CANDLES

(2): After you've positioned the candles as in the above diagram. Sit quietly
meditating on the situation you wish to change for the better. Visualise the
person coming to you, approaching you, calling you etc etc - this is your
space so you create whatever it is that is going to make you happy and
contented in this situation.
(3): Light the RED candle - then say:
"Here I draw s/he to s/he; the one towards the other.
Such is his/her love and desire for me that all around us feel it's
attraction.
This candle burns and draws him/her ever near.
Powerful is my persuasion.
Ever does s/he feel the pull; the thought of me is constant.
His/her days are long with yearning for me, his/her nights are filled
with desire.
To be as one, together, is all that s/he would wish
To be as one, forever, is her/his immediate need.
For no rest shall s/he find until beside me does s/he lie.
My every wish s/he'll move to fill, to serve, to live - not die.
S/He cannot fight a pull so strong, nor would s/he think to fight,
S/He wishes but to ride the stream, to him/her, at journey's end.
Where the sun goes up, shall his/her love be;
Where the sun goes down, there will I be".
(4): Light the PARTNER candle to the left - then say:

"This candle is him/her; this flame burns as does his/her spirit.
The love that ..... (NAME) ..... has for me grows with this flame.
It burns as does this light, and is forever drawn towards me.
Great is the love that I hold for him/her.
(5): Light YOUR candle now on the right - then say:
"Love and happiness is hereby attracted to me,
as a moth is attracted to such a flame as this.
The attraction that .... (NAME) .... holds for me is so great that it cannot be
resisted.
It draws, it pulls and it steadfastly holds him/her to me.
(6): Now, sit for a moment thinking of the person your attracting. Visualise
them texting you, calling you, chatting to you face to face etc. Feel the
attraction this person now holds for you, know that this person has feelings
for you. Know that pretty soon they will be knocking the door declaring
undying love for real! Your making it happen - remember that; hes coming
to you because he 'wants' to be there with you - not because he feels he 'has
to'.
(7): Extinguish the right candle first - then the left one - then the red one last.
Leave them be until the next time you come before them to carry out this
ritual.
(8): Next time you sit before the candles (the very next night), before you
light either of the two white candles, move them an inch closer towards each
other before the spell commences. Keep doing this each time you come to do
the ritual, until their almost touching each other.
...................................................................

A White Magic 'Holding' Ritual
This spell may seem a little odd, if not gross to some of my readers, but none
the less it's and excellent antidote and deserves it's place here in this manual.
May I add, that I am currently using this 'rite' on my current partner at the
moment to try and dispel a bit of a serious 'attitude problem' I'm having to
deal with from them at the present time. This ritual (if it can be called that),
can also be used routinely to win or increase love too!

(1): Starting on any given day you choose, put a few drops of your own
urine (fresh urine that is) in the drink (coffee, tea, milk, alchoholic beverage
etc etc) and/or food of the person whose love you wish to win or increase.
Put as many drops in as you want, but not too many in case the taste of the
food or drink is noticeably changed.
(2): Repeat regularly for a few weeks until you have secured the change(s) in
the person concerned.
(3): Please also note, that this rite also works very well for pets as well! You
can make your dog or cat for example, become very fond of you and most
obedient to you, when you frequently add a little of your own urine to it's
drinking water etc.

My Top Tip:I've been using this rite for the last 25 years or so, a member of my sister's
coven gave it to me (at the time, she'd been administering 'it' to her partners
food/drink for 5 years), and I've never looked back. It's quick and simple.
and what's more, it works like a dream! Don't use the urine though that you
pass when you first get up in the morning etc. What I do, is I have a small
plastic eye drop bottle (it was one I bought from Boots the chemist that
contained eye whitener/brightener), so I use that as my dropper. As a man,
it's easier for me to pee into a separate container first (like an old jug, dish,
container etc), then I use the little plastic squeezy eye dropper bottle to
draw/syphon the urine up into from the container. Throw the left over urine
in the container away.
You can then keep the dropper bottle cool, by storing it somewhere safe
(you can't very well store it in the fridge without being asked questions
about it lol). But keep it in a cool safe place until you need to use it. I like to
keep it somewhere close to hand, so when Im making a cuppa for us both, I
can squirt some into my partners tea etc.
I like to use all of the urine in the dropper first, then fill it as I need to
through the day etc. I like to use fresh everyday. So when the dropper
becomes empty for the night, I give it a good rinsing out before filling it up
for the next days routine.

To Get Or To Find A New Love
So far, we have only looked at spells concerned with sorting out 'exisiting'
love scenarios and problems. But let's now turn our attention to the
possibility of you finding love and a new 1-2-1 relationship. Again, these
next few rituals come very highly recommended to me, and I must say that I
have not used this particular spell before, but again, on recommendation it's
certainly worth including here for our purposes.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

4 x Candles ..... Here you'll need 4 x White or Green candles. DO NOT
use any other colour except white or green.
After you've washed and the blessed the 4 x candles in the usual way,
proceed as follows:INSTRUCTIONS:(1): Sit before the unlit candles on the table/alter, and just close your eyes for
a few moments. Get yourself centred to the purpose of why your doing this
ritual. Now say quietly and calmly 6 x times the phrase " True-Love" "TrueLove" "True-Love" etc......
Now open your eyes and light the candle positioned on the left (all candles
should be positioned horizontally across the table/alter). Once you've lit the
candle, say slowly (but with conviction):"As this candle burns, so my true love comes"
(2): Now light the second candle on the left and say exactly the same thing:"As this candle burns, so my true love comes".
(3): Before you light the 3rd candle, again close your eyes, and try to picture
yourself for a moment enjoying all those fun things that two can share, the
happiness of sharing true love, unconditional love etc. Now light the 3rd
candle and say the same phrase as before:- "As this candle burns, so my true
love comes"...but this time say it with much more feeling than before.

(4): Before you light the final 4th candle, close your eyes again, and once
again picturing all the things you are hoping for, this time though getting
yourself all worked up about that possibility - now say, with as much feeling
as you can muster:"Oh, how wonderous is true love!
How generous is the Great Lady of Love!
How happy I am!
By the Sacred Powers of White Witchcraft,
True love is mine.
My Lady Venus hears my great call,
How joyous I am:
That true, true love is to be mine after all".
Leave the candles to burn themselves out (if you can).
If you want to though, you can perform this spell for a few more nights if
you so wish? Sometimes, when I perform a particular spell, I feel that I
could have done parts of it a bit better etc, so I tend to carry on the spell for a
few extra nights just to make sure the Universe has heard me (so to speak).
Remember, that usually, there are no 'Right' or 'Wrong' ways in rituals, I
have always been told that if it 'feels' right to you, then it will be right.
Also, if you feel the inclination to do so, you can just as easily make up your
own invocations etc , you haven't got to say the things that I have written
down here for you either. Words from your own heart are very often much
more powerful. But until the time comes where you can start reeling off allsorts, you can read my invocations for now. Again, there's no hard and fast
rules here - if it feels good, then do it!!!
..............................................................

Getting Engaged Spell
A not uncommon dilemma occurs when one person decides that it's high
time to think about settling down etc, while the other party remains
unconvinced or doesn't even want to discuss such a matter at this stage. This
is where magic can come to the rescue. The following spell may seem quite
simple, but it's very effective - I've seen it in action.

WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

1 x Candle ..... 1x White or pink candle. DO NOT use any other colour
except white or pink.

1 x Ace Of Diamonds Card ...... from a brand new pack of playing
cards

1 x Dress Ring ..... anything will do here to symbolise
engagement/marriage

1 x heatproof dish ...... any kind of Pyrex dish or dinner type plate will
do
After you've washed and the blessed the candle in the usual way, proceed as
follows:INSTRUCTIONS:(1): First dress the candle by inscribing BOTH your names onto its surface.
Your name up one side, your partners name up the other side.
(2): Remove the Ace of Diamonds from a brand new pack of playing cards
(Not the Ace of Hearts). Place the card in the centre of the dish/plate with
the picture side facing upwards.
(3): If you wish (and have it to hand), you can sprinkle powdered rosemary,
lavender or salt over the card. This is not essential.
(4): Place the ring underneath the card on the dish/plate too.
dish/plate

card

ring

(5): You should also have the candle now sitting in it's holder. Place this
ontop of the card at the centre of the plate (sit the candle holder on the Ace
of Diamonds Card).

(6): Light the candle and make your wishes to your partner. Speak to your
partner as if they were sitting in the room with you, tell them what it is you
want them to do/say etc. Make this wish 3 x times.
(7): Just sit there for about 15 minutes or so calmly looking at the flame
flickering away. Look at everything sitting there before you on the plate,
'know' that your wishes will soon be met.
(8): Just let the candle burn itself out. And yes, there is a strong possibility
that the card will burn too, but this is normal/expected, so don't panic if this
happens.
...................................................................

Heart Candle Spell
This is another 'drawing' type spell. But I have also used it to get rid of an
unwanted lover too. So as with many of the spells in this manual, they all
have a 'dual' purpose to them. This particular ritual needs a heart shaped
candle, but as always, if you can't find one don't panic. Just use a red/pink or
white household candle instead. This ritual is meant to be done only once,
but when I use it, I carry out the ritual for 9 nights instead, just to make sure
that my wishes are getting through.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

1 x Heart Shaped Candle ..... As just mentioned, if you can't get hold of
one not to worry, just use a red, white or pink household candle instead.
After you've washed and the blessed the candle in the usual way, proceed as
follows:INSTRUCTIONS:(1): After you've washed and blessed the candle of your choice scratch/scribe your partners name onto the candle surface. If you don't know
the persons name as such, just scribe the words HIM or HER instead.

(2): Light the candle and say the following invocation:"As this candle burns, so you heart burns with love for me.
As this wax melts, so your heart melts with love for me.
When this spell is complete, your heart and mind belong to me"
(3): You can either let the candle burn itself out, or let it burn for about 15
mins or so then extinguish it to use it the next night if you wish. If your like
me, you may want to carry this spell on for 9 nights in all? You don't have to
of course, but its very rare a spell will work only after one go, so any ritual is
worth that little bit of extra effort.
..............................................................

Heart Candle Spell
This is another 'drawing' type spell. But I have also used it to get rid of an
unwanted lover too. So as with many of the spells in this manual, they all
have a 'dual' purpose to them. This particular ritual needs a heart shaped
candle, but as always, if you can't find one don't panic. Just use a red/pink or
white household candle instead. This ritual is meant to be done only once,
but when I use it, I carry out the ritual for 9 nights instead, just to make sure
that my wishes are getting through.
WHAT YOU'LL NEED:-

1 x Heart Shaped Candle ..... As just mentioned, if you can't get hold of
one not to worry, just use a red, white or pink household candle instead.
After you've washed and the blessed the candle in the usual way, proceed as
follows:INSTRUCTIONS:-

Other Ways Of Looking:
There are of course, through circumstances of living etc, people that are
unable to burn candles or incense and/or unable to chant or speak loudly.

Some of you may live with parents, relatives, or maybe share a house with
housemates that just wouldn't really understand what the hell your doing
'dabbling in the occult'! The list goes on...... But, thankfully, spirit always
finds a way for us to express our inner-most desires when we have to, so
there are other magical practices that fits the bill just nicely, and it's closely
related to candle burning.
I'm of course talking about a magical/subconscious practice known to
psychologists as 'Creative Visualisation'. We can all visualise. When your
stuck in the office but wish to be down the pub or off down the beach, you
can just close your eyes and almost see yourself being to where you want to
be. It's not that difficult to visualise. In fact, closing your eyes and thinking
of having a nice long glass of cold refreshing beer/soda etc; is not difficult,
in fact the 'seeing' of it - the visualisation - creates more of a longing and
drives you on to the goal of actually obtaining it.
So much for the general details, now for the actual mechanics of the whole
process. When do you do your Creative Visualisation? How? and where?
You can do them anywhere really, but as for candle burning, let it be
somewhere that is quiet where your not going to be hearing someones sound
system going full pelt, or hear the television blasting away in the background
somewhere etc. In your bedroom is probably the best place. But make sure
that you remain undisturbed for thw 20 minutes or so that you'll be working.
You can sit comfortably in a chair or lay on your bed. I find that early
morning or early evening(ish) is usually the best time for me to do these
workings. Late evening is not good since your subconscious is preparing
itself for sleep mode. But try and do these visualisations the same time each
day if possible.
How To:
Breathe normally, concentrate your thoughts until you can imagine your
whole body encased in a ball of white light. This is the white light of purity
and of protection. Now open your eyes and have ready printed out the
following invocation.
Next, say the following Psalm:
"Ever as I pass through the ways
Do I feel the presence of the Gods.

I know that in everything I do
They are with me, and I with them, forever.
No evil shall be entertained,
For purity is the dweller
Within me and round about me.
For good do I strive, and for the good do I live.
Love unto all things
So mote it be. Forever".
Your now ready to perform your visualisation. You are relaxed, you are
protected and you have a clear goal in mind and you know it can be
achieved.
Close your eyes again, and see your objective in your mind's eye. See it and
KNOW that IT IS YOURS (not that it will be, it IS now). Do not see it as
just a daydream or a distant wish, see everything as being in the NOW. Go
back to visualisation I taught you earlier of being with your lover walking
along the deserted beach in the sunset etc. Use that as your basis to start off
with if you so wish, or create a setting that is much more personal to you.
We all create our own scripts in life, we create our own realities, so start
doing it in the most positive sense.
Create it by seeing it, always, the end result - the goal being achieved. Keep
up this visualisation for at least a good ten minutes or so. Afterwards relax,
gradually bring yourself back to your surroundings, slowly disolving the
sphere of white misty light around you. You will afterwards feel refreshed,
not depleted.
Do your visualistion every day. Think positive and have patience. You will
achieve your goals I promise.

More Ways:
I always like/prefer to use Psalms in my workings. The bible is rich in
symbolism and subliminal triggers. And my sister (who is a High Priestess

of her own coven), uses Psalms in every single one of her magical workings
for clients. Below is a list of specialist Psalms to use either with
visualisations, on their own, or use them at the end of every candle burning
session to give your spells that extra bit of ooomph! - the choice is yours:FOR MALE CLIENTS (performing love spells use):
Psalm 3 (for breaking up love affairs between yourself or others)
Psalm 1 (to settle disturbed conditions in relationship or home)
Psalm 11 (to win or hold happiness)
Psalm 63 (to arouse jealousy)
Psalm 130 (to gain power over a person or difficult situation)
Song Of Solomon Ch3. (To heal an unhappy marriage/relationship)
Song Of Solomon Ch6. (To win new/love)
FOR FEMALE CLIENTS (performing love spells use):
Psalm 3 (for breaking up love affairs between yourself or others)
Psalm 1 (to settle disturbed conditions in relationship or home)
Psalm 11 (to win or hold happiness)
Psalm 63 (to arouse jealousy)
Psalm 130 (to gain power over a person or difficult situation)
Song Of Solomon Ch3. (To heal an unhappy marriage/relationship)
Song Of Solomon Ch8. (To win new/love).

